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For my Mother, with love and gratitude, and in loving memory of Leonard James Hallen.
This is how I see it. When I capture their image -- I capture a piece of time that not even their own mommy's will have. They stay young forever, just for us pedos ... The vid cam makes them our eternal slaves. They become our property to do whatever we want too.

-- A 2007 Internet chat-room message written by Canadian child pornography offender Darren Philpott (a.k.a. canuckboylover)

Stated in the most dramatic terms, the accusation can be made that the uncontrolled growth of technology destroys the vital sources of our humanity. It creates a culture without a moral foundation. It undermines certain mental processes and social relations that make human life worth living. Technology, in sum, is both friend and enemy.

-- Neil Postman, Technopoly: The Surrender of Culture to Technology
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